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This paper describes present methods and procedures 
used in preparing pedological soil strip maps for pro
posed highways in Michigan. It includes an explana
tion of the organization, education, and training of per
sonnel who perform this work and discusses the re
sponsibilities and types of work performed by Michigan 
district soils engineers. The types of information col
lected in soil surveys and their relation to the planning, 
location, and design of highways are discussed. E x 
amples of soil type descriptions, pedological soil strip 
maps, design charts, and a resistivity-survey profile 
are also included. 

• S O I L M A P P I N G in Michigan for highway purposes is done by the Department's own 
soils engineers, using the pedological method of soil classification, supplemented by 
point investigations where deemed necessary. This system has been used for the past 
35 years. Information regarding the application of each soils series for highway de
sign and construction, as acquired from experience, is available in the Department's 
"Field Manual of Soil Engineering" (Fourth Edition). 

For the purposes of this paper, it is not deemed necessary to trace the history or 
explain the theory of the pedologic system of soil classification. This system with or 
without modifications is now being used by many highway organizations. Instead, this 
discussion concentrates on the organization and training of the personnel who perform 
the work and on detailed description of preparing a pedological soil strip map in the 
field. 

PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING 

Michigan has ten highway districts, varying in size from 2 to 13 counties, with 427 
to 1,356 miles of state trunkline highway. At present, in each district there is one 
district soils engineer with one or two assistant soils engineers, dependmg on the work 
load. These men are responsible for al l of the soils engineering work in their particu
lar district. In general, this consists of: reconnaissance soil appraisals for route lo
cation; soil surveys, peat and rock soundings for design purposes; and location and 
investigation of borrow sources (not including sources of produced aggregates). During 
the construction stage, it is also the soils engineer's responsibility to investigate the 
following: subgrade for potential frost heave and differential heave areas, seepage 
zones, and water tables; quality of sand subbase; quality of compaction; the methods 
of treatment of peat swamps; and to recognize and assist in the solution of embank
ment and structure foundation problems. Also, it is his responsibility to provide soils 
information which may be necessary for maintenance of the highway system. 

The central soils office correlates this information; acts as liaison between route 
location, design, construction, and maintenance; establishes policies; and offers ad
vice and administrative assistance. Scheduling and performing the routine work is the 
responsibility of the individual soils engineer. The special point or area investiga
tions, which are not performed by the district soils engineers, are foundation borings. 



resistivity, and seismic surveys. The foundation boring work is the responsibility of 
the central soils office, and resistivity and seismic surveys are carried out by the 
central testing laboratory. 

There are 26 engineers in the soils division including men in the central office and 
in the field at the district level. Twenty-one have degrees in civil engineering, three 
have degrees in geology, and two have degrees in soil science and long experience in 
highway engineering. Of the 26 engineers, 13 are registered professional engineers. 
In addition to the engineers, there are four technicians who assist in the district work. 
These men are former foundation boring crew chiefs. 

In general, the policy i s to obtain men with civil engineering degrees and then train 
them for the soils mapping work. Usually, they are assigned to a district which will 
have one or two experienced soils engineers. They assist in mapping four or five proj
ects along with the district soils engineer, and from the experience gained in this man
ner can start making soil surveys on their own. In case they run into soils with which 
they are not familiar, they can call on the district soUs engineer for assistance in map
ping these areas. An invaluable aid in gaining soil mapping experience is to map a proj
ect, and then during the construction stage, to study the exposed profiles and correlate 
them with the original. 

Each summer in a selected area of the state, soils classification tours are conduc
ted by the Soil Science Department of the College of Agriculture of Michigan State Uni
versity, primarily for local county extension agents, agriculture teachers, and the lo
cal United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) soils mappers. These tours are 
also attended by the highway soils engineers and aid in their training and knowledge of 
pedological classification. If geology tours are held, they are usually attended by the 
local soils engineers to aid them in landform identification and the associated soils. 

PREPARATION O F A PEDOLOGICAL SOIL STRIP MAP 

To illustrate the soil mapping procedure as used in Michigan, the various stages 
through which a project is followed by the soils engineer are discussed. The first use 
of soil mapping is in connection with the planning office and its long-range program 
studies. The soils engineer is consulted as to whether there may be any soils factors 
influencing the cost of the job and affecting loi^-rai^e budgeting. Tn this stage, these 
factors consist primarily of long or deep swamp deposits which cannot be avoided, bed
rock, extensive areas of soft lacustrine clays requiring special treatment, and longer 
than average haul distances for borrow materials. 

The next stage in which soil information is used is during the route location study. 
During this study, the route location division makes use of the existing USDA county 
soil maps and the state geology maps in trying to avoid swamp sections and to use bor
row sources. Where necessary, these are often supplemented by more detailed soil 
classification or peat soundings obtained in the field by the soils engineer. This study 
for route location may cover an extensive area, and therefore is not made in the detail 
which is used after the final line has been selected. 

After the final location has been established and the line staked by the survey crew, 
the complete detailed soil survey is made. It is made at this time so that the design 
office will have full use of all necessary soils information in selecting the preliminary 
design and grade. The special point or area investigations will be made at a somewhat 
later date. 

The base which is used for the soils map will vary, depending on what is available 
for the project. For projects on which aerial surveys have been made, aerial mosaics 
will be available using a scale of 1 in. to 200 ft. These are often used as base maps. 
The photographs are obtained by special line flights. The aerial base map is a positive 
print on photographic paper. Advantages of the aerial photos are (a) topographic fea
tures are readily determined and the soils survey can easily be made if the survey 
stakes have been removed, (b) soil boundaries are easier to define, and (c) drainage 
characteristics are more apparent. The main disadvantage is the smaller scale of the 
photo; they are somewhat bulky to use in the field. Also, the scale is smaller than 
that used the design office in the preparation of plans and the information cannot be 



traced directly. The soil boundaries as shown on the aerial photo are transposed to 
the plan sheet, using the stationing shown on the aerial photo. 

Where the aerial photographs are not available, the most common base sheets are 
8%- by 11-ln. cross-section paper using a scale of 1 in. to 100 ft. The plan sheet 
may be used as a base map if the survey has already been plotted. 

Once the base map has been selected, the soils engineer is ready to prepare the soils 
map. Before beginning the detailed field suirvey, several sources of information are 
studied. One of these is the state surface geology map. With this, he can readily de
termine which geologic landforms and associated soils may be encountered. K the US-
DA county soils map is available, this is also studied. Ordinarily, this does not cover 
enough detail for highway mapping purposes; however, it does assist in narrowii^ down 
the number of anticipated soils series. Also available are small-scale aerial mosaics 
of the entire state, although at present Michigan does not use them to any great extent 
in making soils surveys. They may be studied, however, as an indication of what to 
expect. The major use of these available aerial mosaics by the soils engineer is dur
ing the stage of borrow study and location. 

After this available information has been studied, the soils engineer is ready to be
gin the detailed soil survey. Tools used for this purpose consist of a tile spade, or
chard or bucket auger, and a soil auger. As he progresses with the soils survey, he 
constantly observes the topography, the landform, the vegetation, and the agricultural 
use of the land. Each of these provide valuable tips in soil mapping. He then proceeds 
to examine the soil profile. This is done by exposing the profile in a cut section or 
side hill, or by boring a hole. As the material is removed, it is laid out in the form 
of a soil profile and he notes the texture, color, consistency, and the depths at which 
the various horizons are encountered. From the information which has already been 
gained by studying the county soils map and the geologic landforms, he can now antici
pate perhaps five or six different soil series. Then by using the soil profiles in the 
Department's "Field Manual of Soil Engineering" and studying the exposed profile, he 
can identify the soil series which he is examining (Fig. 1). 

As the pedological system shows area significance, it is not necessary to bore holes 
at certain specified intervals or to specified depths. Conditions at the site determine 
the spacing and depth of the borings. Only enough profiles are exposed to determine 
the soils series which is being mapped and its boundaries. This is dependent on the 
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Figure 1. So i l series prof i les from "Field Manual of So i l Engineering" (Fourth Edi t ion) . 



Figure 2. The drainage and r e l i e f charac
t e r i s t i c s of a s o i l catena. 

judgment and experience of the soils engi
neer. Soil boundaries are quite often rec
ognized by changes in topography, changes 
in vegetation, or changes in the color or 
feel of the natural ground (Fig. 2). The 
entire area within the proposed right-of-
way is mapped. 

At each boring, the soils engineer will 
record the depth of topsoil. However, 
when the final soils map is submitted, the 
topsoil depths may be submitted either for 
each boring or as an average depth for an 
entire soils series within its boundaries. 
Depending on the soils series mapped, the 
soils engineer may obtain the depth to wa
ter table, underlying clay, or bedrock. 
When water tables are mapped, he not on
ly shows the existing water table but also 
the expected high water table which can be determined by the color and the amount of 
mottling in the soil. Water tables are taken at intervals of 200 to 400 ft. As the field 
soil survey progresses and boundaries are mapped, the soils engineer notes where 
point investigations will be required. Mapping in this manner the experienced soils 
engineer can map from two to five miles per day. 

On the map which is being made the soils engineer will show the boundaries between 
soil series by dashed lines and denote the name of the soil series. Also, on this map 
he shows depth of the topsoil and the depth to the water table, underlying clay, and bed
rock if encountered (Fig. 3). 

DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 

The soils strip map, along with recommendations pertinent to the project, are trans
mitted to the engineer of soils in the Lansing central office. Recommendations for de
sign purposes are usually not made in detail. These are provided in the Department's 
"Field Manual of Soil Engineering" and particularly its soils design chart which has 
recommendations concerning the engineering properties for highway design of each 
soils series. The design chart is the result of intensive correlation of experience and 
performance of each soils series since the pedological system was adopted in Michigan. 
It is revised periodically to conform with new policies and specifications. The recom
mendations can be applied for each soils series no matter where it is mapped in the 
state, and the only recommendations which need be submitted with the soils strip map 
are those which vary from the recommendations given in the design chart (Fig. 4). The 
Department does not recognize all of the soils series which are mapped by the USDA m 
the state. Many soils which have only slight differences in texture, drainage, pH val
ues, etc., are grouped together under one series. However, the 141 series mapped 
by the Highway Department have the same names and essentially the same profile des
criptions as those adopted by the USDA. Although 141 series may seem like a large 
number with which to be familiar, it must be recognized that many series are found in 
only certain parts of the state and that with the information available and the soils en
gineer's experience, the anticipated number of soils series on a particular project can 
be narrowed down to 10 to 12. 

POINT INVESTIGATIONS 

As previously mentioned, the district soils engineer ordinarily does not make exten
sive point investigations during the preparation of the detailed soils strip map. How
ever, while the project is still in the preliminary design stage, he will return for these 
investigations. 

The type of investigation which occupies the majority of his time is peat sounding. 
He refers to the soil survey for these areas and boundaries. Soundings are taken at 
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On aerial survey 

S o l i s t r ip map: (a) on cross-section paper and (b) on a e r i a l survey. 

50- to 100-ft intervals along the line and at not less than 50-ft intervals across the grad
ing section. The soundings are usually made by hand with the Davis Peat Sampler. As 



DESIGN CHART 
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Figure 14-, Excerpt from the design chart, "Field Manual of Soil Engineering" (Fourth 
Edition). 

the peat soundings are taken the depths at which changes in classification occur are re
corded. Experience has shown that in many swamps, sand layers may be encountered 
which cannot be penetrated by hand tools, thus giving an impression of a true bottom. 
To prevent this, in swamps more than 500 ft long, supplemental borings are made at 
intervals of 200 to 300 ft to determine whether the swamp may have a false bottom. 
This is done by two special crews which operate out of the central office, using light
weight hydraulic boring equipment. 

Rock soundings are also the responsibility of the district soils engineer. Where 
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possible, these are made with a truck-mounted power auger. At every station, at 
center line, and at the ditch lines these borings are made to a depth of 4 ft below the 
proposed plan and ditch grades. In inaccessible areas, a Barco Hammer driving 1-in. 
steel rods is used. Rock soundings are often made with seismic or resistivity appar
atus. 

Resistivity and seismic surveys are used extensively in Michigan for area investiga
tion. In all cuts more than 10 to 12 ft deep, resistivity surveys are made. Seismic 
apparatus is used primarily where it is anticipated bedrock may be encountered. These 
surveys are made by a special section which operates from the central testing labora
tory. Wherever correlation borings are made, samples are submitted for mechanical 
analysis and Atterberg limits. This information is shown on the resistivity report (Fig. 
5). 

The foundation borings for larger culverts and bridges are not the responsibility of 
the district soils engineer. Foundation borings are made by special boring crews from 
the Lansing office. 

Another responsibility of the district soils engineer, involving soil mapping but for 
which a formal strip map is not prepared, is that of borrow survey and location. In 
Michigan, with the exception of a very few projects, the only borrow materials the 
contractor is required to furnish are the processed aggregates. It is the district con
struction engineer's responsibility to locate all needed embankment material, swamp 
backfill, sand subbase, material for culvert backfill, sewer pipe edge drains, etc. 
This is delegated to the district soils engineer. 

In making a borrow study, the district soils er^ineer relies on the available aerial 
mosaics, the USDA county soil maps, and the surface geology maps. In counties 
which do not have soil maps it has been found that the local offices of the Soil Conser
vation Service often may have a large part of the county mapped for individual farmers 
who participate in the program, and therefore they can be a valuable source of informa
tion. With this available information, the soils engineer begins his location study for 
the various materials needed. With his knowledge of pedological classification and its 
resources, the amount of field reconnaissance necessary can be held to a minimum. 

Potential borrow areas are noted when the detailed soils strip map is prepared for 
the project. The soils engineer usually investigates these borrow areas by hand auger 
borii^s to determine the feasibility of using the material. If it appears to be a possi
ble source, these borings are then supplemented by power auger borii^s or a resistiv
ity survey. In granular materials, samples are ordinarily taken and submitted to the 
laboratory for analysis and specification gradation. 

The only detailed map prepared by the soils engineer is for his own use in determin
ing the amount of borrow material. This consists of an area soils and topographic map 
showing prominent topographic features, soil boundaries, and the locations at which 
borings were made. However, when the informatjon is submitted to design so that 
overhaul and other quantities can be estimated, this map is not submitted. The infor
mation which design receives gives the location and use of th^ material, the amount 
available, and the amount of work necessary to prepare and to restore the pit. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In Michigan one of the advantages of the pedological system is that it has been de
veloped over a long period of years and is backed by extensive field correlation, ex
perience, and performance. The qualities peculiar to each soils series are summed 
up in its name and are easily recognized by design and construction engineers and con
tractors. Also, by mentioning a soils series the one name brings to mind the geology, 
topography, texture, and drainage characteristic of the particular soil. Thus, a poor
ly drained soil can be recognized at any time of the year. The soils series name also 
expresses a three-dimensional concept in that it not only describes depth but also area 
significance along and on either side of a survey line. As one man can map from two 
to five miles per day, the system can be applied not only to major highways but also to 
all reconstruction projects on a highway program. One of the major differences be
tween the pedological system and other methods of soil classification is that in the 
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pedological system, laboratory investigation and testing supplement field investigations, 
whereas in the other systems the field investigations furnish the information for the 
laboratory classification. 

The reliability of the information depends to some extent on the experience and ability 
of the soils engineer who prepares the soils strip map and on the amount of detail shown 
As has been mentioned, the Michigan Design Chart is a result of years of correlation 
and experience. E r r o r s which might result from incorrect interpretations of this chart 
are usually prevented by a close liaison between the central soils office and the design 
and construction offices. 




